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Starts with UI- 

 

Contains -UI- 

ACEQUIA AACEIQU irrigation ditch or canal [n -S] 

ACQUIRE ACEIQRU to come into possession of [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ACQUITS ACIQSTU ACQUIT, to free or clear from charge of fault or crime [v] 

ANGUINE AEGINNU resembling snake [adj] 

ANGUISH AGHINSU to suffer extreme pain [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ANNUITY AINNTUY allowance or income paid at regular intervals [n -TIES] 

AQUIFER AEFIQRU water-bearing rock formation [n -S] 

AQUIVER AEIQRUV quivering [adj] 

ARGUING AGGINRU ARGUE, to present reasons for or against [v] 

ASQUINT AINQSTU with sidelong glance [adv] 

BEAUISH ABEHISU BEAU, boyfriend [adj] 

BEDOUIN BDEINOU nomadic Arab [n -S] 

BEDUINS BDEINSU BEDUIN, bedouin (nomadic Arab) [n] 

BEGUILE BEEGILU to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BEGUINE BEEGINU lively dance [n -S] 

BIGUINE BEGIINU beguine (lively dance) [n -S] 

BISCUIT BCIISTU small cake of shortened bread [n -S] 

BLUINGS BGILNSU BLUING, fabric coloring [n] 

BRUISED BDEIRSU BRUISE, to injure without breaking surface of skin [v] 

BRUISER BEIRRSU big, husky man [n -S] 

BRUISES BEIRSSU BRUISE, to injure without breaking surface of skin [v] 

BRUITED BDEIRTU BRUIT, to spread news of [v] 

BRUITER BEIRRTU one that bruits (to spread news of) [n -S] 

BUILDED BDDEILU BUILD, to construct [v] 

BUILDER BDEILRU one that builds (to construct) [n -S] 

BUILDUP BDILPUU accumulation [n -S] 

BUIRDLY BDILRUY burly (heavy and muscular) [adj] 

CASUIST ACISSTU one who resolves ethical problems [n -S] 

CATSUIT ACISTTU close-fitting one-piece garment [n -S] 

CIRCUIT CCIIRTU to move around [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONDUIT CDINOTU channel or pipe for conveying fluids [n -S] 

COQUINA ACINOQU small marine clam [n -S] 

COQUITO CIOOQTU palm tree [n -S] 

CROQUIS CIOQRSU sketch [n CROQUIS] 

CRUISED CDEIRSU CRUISE, to sail about touching at several ports [v] 

CRUISER CEIRRSU boat that cruises [n -S] 

CRUISES CEIRSSU CRUISE, to sail about touching at several ports [v] 

CRUISEY CEIRSUY cruisy (frequented by homosexuals seeking partners) [adj -SIER, -SIEST] 

CUIRASS ACIRSSU to cover with type of armor [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CUISHES CEHISSU CUISH, cuisse (piece of armor for thigh) [n] 

CUISINE CEIINSU style of cooking [n -S] 

CUISSES CEISSSU CUISSE, piece of armor for thigh [n] 

CUITTLE CEILTTU to coax (to cajole (to persuade by flattery)) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DRUIDIC CDDIIRU DRUID, one of ancient Celtic order of priests [adj] 
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DRYSUIT DIRSTUY waterproof rubber suit worn by divers [n -S] 

DUIKERS DEIKRSU DUIKER, small antelope [n] 

ENDUING DEGINNU ENDUE, to provide with some quality or gift [v] 

ENQUIRE EEINQRU to inquire (to ask about) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ENQUIRY EINQRUY inquiry (question) [n -RIES] 

ENSUING EGINNSU ENSUE, to occur afterward or as result [v] 

ENSUITE EEINSTU room (as bathroom) adjoining another room [n -S] 

EQUINES EEINQSU EQUINE, horse [n] 

EQUINOX EINOQUX point on celestial sphere [n -ES] 

EQUITES EEIQSTU EQUES, member of privileged military class of ancient Rome [n] 

ESQUIRE EEIQRSU to escort (to accompany (to go with as companion)) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

FAQUIRS AFIQRSU FAQUIR, fakir (Hindu ascetic) [n] 

FATUITY AFITTUY something foolish or stupid [n -TIES] 

FLORUIT FILORTU period of flourishing [n -S] 

FLUIDAL ADFILLU FLUID, substance that tends to flow [adj] 

FLUIDIC CDFIILU FLUIDICS, branch of mechanical engineering [adj] 

FLUIDLY DFILLUY with fluidity [adv] 

FRUITED DEFIRTU FRUIT, to bear fruit (usually edible reproductive bodies of seed plant) [v] 

FRUITER EFIRRTU one that grows or sells fruit [n -S] 

FUGUING FGGINUU FUGUE, to compose fugue (type of musical composition) [v] 

FUGUIST FGISTUU one who composes fugues [n -S] 

GENUINE EEGINNU authentic (conforming to fact and therefore worthy of belief) [adj] 

GLUIEST EGILSTU GLUEY, resembling glue [adj] 

GUIDERS DEGIRSU GUIDER, one that guides (to show way to) [n] 

GUIDING DGGIINU GUIDE, to show way to [v] 

GUIDONS DGINOSU GUIDON, small flag [n] 

GUILDER DEGILRU former monetary unit of Netherlands [n -S] 

GUILING GGIILNU GUILE, to beguile (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [v] 

GUILTED DEGILTU GUILT, to cause (someone) to feel guilty [v] 

GUIMPES EGIMPSU GUIMPE, short blouse [n] 

GUINEAS AEGINSU GUINEA, formerly used British coin [n] 

GUINEPS EGINPSU GUINEP, genip (tropical tree) [n] 

GUIPURE EGIPRUU type of lace [n -S] 

GUISARD ADGIRSU masker (one that wears mask) [n -S] 

GUISING GGIINSU GUISE, to disguise (to alter appearance of) [v] 

GUITARS AGIRSTU GUITAR, stringed musical instrument [n] 

HUIPILS HIILPSU HUIPIL, embroidered blouse or dress of Mexico [n] 

IMBUING BGIIMNU IMBUE, to make thoroughly wet [v] 

INBUILT BIILNTU forming integral part of structure [adj] 

INDUING DGIINNU INDUE, to endue (to provide with some quality or gift) [v] 

INQUIET EIINQTU to disturb (to interrupt quiet, rest, or peace of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INQUIRE EIINQRU to ask about [v -D, -RING, -S] 

INQUIRY IINQRUY question [n -RIES] 

INTUITS IINSTTU INTUIT, to know without conscious reasoning [v] 

ISSUING GIINSSU ISSUE, to come forth [v] 

JESUITS EIJSSTU JESUIT, casuist (one who resolves ethical problems) [n] 

JONQUIL IJLNOQU perennial herb [n -S] 
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JUICERS CEIJRSU JUICER, juice extractor [n] 

JUICERY CEIJRUY store that sells juices [n -RIES] 

JUICIER CEIIJRU JUICY, full of juice [adj] 

JUICILY CIIJLUY JUICY, full of juice [adv] 

JUICING CGIIJNU JUICE, to extract juice (liquid part of fruit or vegetable) from [v] 

JUJUISM IJJMSUU system of beliefs connected with jujus [n -S] 

JUJUIST IJJSTUU follower of jujuism [n -S] 

LANGUID ADGILNU lacking in vigor or vitality [adj] 

LAWSUIT AILSTUW legal action [n -S] 

LIQUIDS DIILQSU LIQUID, substance that flows freely [n] 

LIQUIDY DIILQUY LIQUID, substance that flows freely [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

LIQUIFY FIILQUY to liquefy (to make or become liquid) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

MAQUILA AAILMQU foreign-owned assembly factory in Mexico [n -S] 

MARQUIS AIMQRSU European nobleman [n -ES] 

MEOUING EGIMNOU MEOU, to meow (to make crying sound of cat) [v] 

MESQUIT EIMQSTU mesquite (spiny tree or shrub) [n -S] 

MEZQUIT EIMQTUZ mesquite (spiny tree or shrub) [n -S] 

MISSUIT IIMSSTU to suit badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MOUILLE EILLMOU pronounced with front of tongue against palate [adj] 

NOCTUID CDINOTU night-flying moth [n -S]  

NONSUIT INNOSTU to dismiss lawsuit of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUGUIYA AGIOUUY monetary unit of Mauritania [n -S] 

PASQUIL AILPQSU satire or lampoon [n -S] 

PENGUIN EGINNPU flightless, aquatic bird [n -S] 

PINGUID DGIINPU greasy (containing or resembling grease) [adj] 

PIQUING GIINPQU PIQUE, to arouse anger or resentment in [v] 

PUISNES EINPSSU PUISNE, one of lesser rank [n] 

PURSUIT IPRSTUU act of pursuing (to follow in order to overtake or capture) [n -S] 

QUEUING EGINQUU QUEUE, to line up [v] 

QUIBBLE BBEILQU to argue over trivialities [v -D, -LING, -S] 

QUICHES CEHIQSU QUICHE, custard-filled pastry [n] 

QUICKEN CEIKNQU to speed up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

QUICKER CEIKQRU QUICK, acting or capable of acting with speed [adj] 

QUICKIE CEIIKQU something done quickly [n -S] 

QUICKLY CIKLQUY in quick (acting or capable of acting with speed) manner [adv] 

QUIETED DEEIQTU QUIET, to cause to be quiet [v] 

QUIETEN EEINQTU to quiet (to cause to be quiet) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

QUIETER EEIQRTU QUIET, making little or no noise [adj] / one that quiets (to cause to be quiet) [n -S] 

QUIETLY EILQTUY in quiet (making little or no noise) manner [adv] 

QUIETUS EIQSTUU final settlement [n -ES] 

QUIFFED DEFFIQU QUIFF, lock of hair at front of head [adj] 

QUILLAI AIILLQU evergreen tree [n -S] 

QUILLED DEILLQU QUILL, to press small ridges in [v] 

QUILLET EILLQTU trivial distinction [n -S] 

QUILLOW ILLOQUW quilt formed into pillow [n -S] 

QUILTED DEILQTU QUILT, to stitch together with padding in between [v] 

QUILTER EILQRTU one that quilts (to stitch together with padding in between) [n -S] 
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QUINARY AINQRUY group of five [n -RIES] 

QUINATE AEINQTU arranged in groups of five [adj] 

QUINCES CEINQSU QUINCE, apple-like fruit [n] 

QUINELA AEILNQU quinella (type of bet in horse racing) [n -S] 

QUININA AIINNQU quinine (medicinal alkaloid) [n -S] 

QUININE EIINNQU medicinal alkaloid [n -S] 

QUININS IINNQSU QUININ, quinine (medicinal alkaloid) [n] 

QUINNAT AINNQTU food fish [n -S] 

QUINOAS AINOQSU QUINOA, weedy plant [n] 

QUINOID DIINOQU chemical compound [n -S] 

QUINOLS ILNOQSU QUINOL, chemical compound [n] 

QUINONE EINNOQU chemical compound [n -S] 

QUINTAL AILNQTU unit of weight [n -S] 

QUINTAN AINNQTU recurrent fever [n -S] 

QUINTAR AINQRTU qintar (monetary unit of Albania) [n -S] 

QUINTAS AINQSTU QUINTA, country estate in Portugal or Latin America [n] 

QUINTES EINQSTU QUINTE, position in fencing [n] 

QUINTET EINQTTU group of five [n -S] 

QUINTIC CIINQTU type of mathematical function [n -S] 

QUINTIN IINNQTU fine linen [n -S] 

QUINZIE EIINQUZ quinzhee (shelter made by hollowing out pile of snow) [n -S] 

QUIPPED DEIPPQU QUIP, to make witty remarks [v] 

QUIPPER EIPPQRU one that quips (to make witty remarks) [n -S] 

QUIPPUS IPPQSUU QUIPPU, quipu (ancient calculating device) [n] 

QUIRING GIINQRU QUIRE, to arrange sheets of paper in sets of twenty-four [v] 

QUIRKED DEIKQRU QUIRK, to twist (to combine by winding together) [v] 

QUIRTED DEIQRTU QUIRT, to strike with riding whip [v] 

QUITTED DEIQTTU QUIT, to end one's engagement in or occupation with [v] 

QUITTER EIQRTTU one that quits (to end one's engagement in or occupation with) [n -S] 

QUITTOR IOQRTTU inflammation of animal's hoof [n -S] 

QUIVERS EIQRSUV QUIVER, to shake with slight but rapid motion [v] 

QUIVERY EIQRUVY marked by quivering [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

QUIXOTE EIOQTUX quixotic person [n -S] 

QUIZZED DEIQUZZ QUIZ, to test knowledge of by asking questions [v] 

QUIZZER EIQRUZZ one that quizzes (to test knowledge of by asking questions) [n -S] 

QUIZZES EIQSUZZ QUIZ, to test knowledge of by asking questions [v] 

REBUILD BDEILRU to build again [v -ED, -LT, -ING, -S] 

REBUILT BEILRTU REBUILD, to build again [v] 

RECRUIT CEIRRTU to engage for military service [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REEQUIP EEIPQRU to equip again [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

REQUIEM EEIMQRU musical composition for dead [n -S] 

REQUINS EINQRSU REQUIN, voracious shark [n] 

REQUIRE EEIQRRU to have need of [v -D, -RING, -S] 

REQUITE EEIQRTU to make equivalent return for [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REVUIST EIRSTUV writer of revues [n -S] 

ROGUING GGINORU ROGUE, to defraud (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

ROGUISH GHIORSU dishonest [adj] 
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ROUILLE EILLORU peppery garlic sauce [n -S] 

RUINATE AEINRTU to ruin (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RUINERS EINRRSU RUINER, one that ruins (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [n] 

RUINING GIINNRU RUIN, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

RUINOUS INORSUU destructive [adj] 

SCHUITS CHISSTU SCHUIT, Dutch sailing vessel [n] 

SEQUINS EINQSSU SEQUIN, to affix sequins (shiny ornamental discs) to [v] 

SLUICED CDEILSU SLUICE, to wash with sudden flow of water [v] 

SLUICES CEILSSU SLUICE, to wash with sudden flow of water [v] 

SQUIDGY DGIQSUY squashy, soggy [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

SQUIFFY FFIQSUY squiffed (drunk (intoxicated)) [adj -FFIER, -FFIEST] 

SQUILLA AILLQSU burrowing crustacean [n -E, -S] 

SQUILLS ILLQSSU SQUILL, Eurasian herb [n] 

SQUINCH CHINQSU to squint (to look with eyes partly closed) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SQUINNY INNQSUY squinty (marked by squinting) [adj -NNIER, -NNIEST] / to squint (to look with eyes partly closed) [v -NNIED, -ING, -NNIES] 

SQUINTS INQSSTU SQUINT, to look with eyes partly closed [v] 

SQUINTY INQSTUY marked by squinting [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

SQUIRED DEIQRSU SQUIRE, to serve as squire (escort) [v] 

SQUIRES EIQRSSU SQUIRE, to serve as squire (escort) [v] 

SQUIRLS ILQRSSU SQUIRL, ornamental curve in handwriting [n] 

SQUIRMS IMQRSSU SQUIRM, to wriggle (to turn or twist in sinuous manner) [v] 

SQUIRMY IMQRSUY wriggly (wriggling) [adj -MIER, -MIEST] 

SQUIRTS IQRSSTU SQUIRT, to eject in thin, swift stream [v] 

SQUISHY HIQSSUY squashy (soft and moist) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

STUIVER EIRSTUV stiver (formerly used Dutch coin) [n -S] 

SUICIDE CDEIISU to kill oneself intentionally [v -D, -DING, -S] 

SUITERS EIRSSTU SUITER, suitcase holding specified number of suits (sets of garments) [n] 

SUITING GIINSTU fabric for making suits [n -S] / SUIT, to be appropriate to [v] 

SUITORS IORSSTU SUITOR, one that is courting woman [n] 

SUNSUIT INSSTUU type of playsuit (sports outfit for women and children) [n -S] 

TABUING ABGINTU TABU, to taboo (to exclude from use, approach, or mention) [v] 

TENUITY EINTTUY lack of substance or strength [n -TIES] 

TEQUILA AEILQTU Mexican liquor [n -S] 

THOUING GHINOTU THOU, to address as “thou” (2d person sing. pronoun in nominative case) [v] 

TOLUIDE DEILOTU amide (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

TOLUIDS DILOSTU TOLUID, toluide (amide (type of chemical compound)) [n] 

TRUISMS IMRSSTU TRUISM, obvious truth [n] 

TUILLES EILLSTU TUILLE, tasset (piece of plate armor for upper thigh) [n] 

TUITION IINOTTU fee for instruction [n -S] 

UNBUILD BDILNUU to demolish (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [v -LT, -ING, -S] 

UNBUILT BILNTUU UNBUILD, to demolish (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [v] 

UNQUIET EINQTUU not quiet (making little or no noise) [adj -ER, -EST] / state of unrest [n -S] 

UPBUILD BDILPUU to build up [v -LT, -ING, -S] 

UPBUILT BILPTUU UPBUILD, to build up [v] 

VACUITY ACITUVY empty space [n -TIES] 

VAGUISH AGHISUV VAGUE, not clearly expressed or understood [adj] 

VALUING AGILNUV VALUE, to estimate value (quality that renders thing useful or desirable) of [v] 
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VAQUITA AAIQTUV porpoise of species Phocoena sinus [n -S] 

VIDUITY DIITUVY quality or state of being widow [n -TIES] 

VOGUING GGINOUV dance consisting of series of styled poses [n -S] / VOGUE, to imitate poses of fashion models [v] 

VOGUISH GHIOSUV fashionable [adj] 

WETSUIT EISTTUW close-fitting rubberlike suit worn in cold water by skin divers [n -S] 

YANQUIS AINQSUY YANQUI, United States citizen [n] 

 

Ends with -UI 

ALFAQUI AAFILQU teacher of Muslim law [n -S] 

CHARQUI ACHIQRU type of meat (animal flesh used as food) [n -S] 

MECHOUI CEHIMOU meal of meat roasted on spit [n -S] 

 


